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Abstract 

As music plagiarism has increased, various studies have been conducted on plagiarism detection. Conventional 

text-based plagiarism detection techniques identify plagiarism by comparing the similarity of musical 

information such as rhythms and notes. However, detecting plagiarized music that has subtle differences from 

the original music is still challenging. We propose a music plagiarism detection scheme (MPD-S) based on a 

Siamese convolutional neural network (CNN), which determines the presence or absence of plagiarism even 

with small changes in melody using Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) data. MPD-S converts 

vectorized MIDI data into grayscale images and then trains a CNN-based Siamese network model to measure 

the similarity between the original music and plagiarized music. MPD-S detects not only transposition and note 

plagiarism for a single vocal melody, but also fine melody plagiarism such as swapping and shift. MPD-S 

achieved a plagiarism detection accuracy of 98.7% for MIDI data, which is approximately 22.67% higher than 

that of the conventional plagiarism detection model. 
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1. Introduction 

As the media industry embraces artificial intelligence techniques, a large amount of music is being 

created without an independent verification process, leading to an increase in music plagiarism [1–5]. 

Furthermore, it is difficult to objectively determine the presence or absence of plagiarism even through 

the intervention of experts because there are no clear criteria for plagiarism [6, 7]. Therefore, studies are 

needed to detect plagiarism automatically. 

Various studies have attempted to detect plagiarized music using melody similarity [8–11]. The 

conventional plagiarism detection method consists of an audio-based detection method and a text-based 

detection method according to the data format. The audio-based detection method detects plagiarism by 

generating a spectrogram from audio data through a signal process such as short-time Fourier transform 

(STFT) and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), and then calculating the similarity [12, 13]. 

However, as a signal such as noise is generated, information distortion and loss of spectrogram occur. 
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On the other hand, the text-based detection technique detects plagiarism by measuring similarity through 

symbolic data such as Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) files composed of music information, 

not signals [14–16]. However, text-based plagiarism detection techniques have low detection accuracy 

because they compare melodies composed of text strings on a one-to-one basis and react sensitively to 

even small changes.  

We propose the music plagiarism detection scheme (MPD-S) using a Siamese convolutional neural 

network (CNN) for the accurate detection of plagiarized music with subtle melodic changes. The MPD-

S subdivides rhythm and note vectors generated from MIDI into 8-bar units and converts them into 

grayscale images. Then it calculates the similarity to the original music by entering two images generated 

from different pieces of music into the Siamese CNN. The more similar the two pieces of music, the 

closer the similarity is to 1, and plagiarized music is detected through similarity ranking.  

Given that collecting a large amount of plagiarized music is difficult, plagiarized music is generated 

by changing some melodies within the original music using four plagiarized-music generation algorithms.  

The proposed MPD-S detects not only music in which entire bars are copied, but also music that has 

partially plagiarized only certain melodies via swapping and shifting. In addition, MPD-S calculates 

similarity between unlearned music, and can be used in other fields such as music recommendation. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces previous studies on plagiarized-

music detection techniques based on melody similarity. Section 3 describes the proposed MPD-S scheme. 

Section 4 explains the implementation of the MPD-S. Section 5 evaluates the plagiarism detection 

performance of MPD-S. 

 

2. Related Work  

Various studies on the detection of music plagiarism based on melody similarity have been conducted. 

In this section, audio-based detection techniques and text-based detection techniques are described as 

representative studies. 

 

2.1 Audio-based Approach 

Borkar et al. [12] suggested a technique to detect plagiarism using audio fingerprinting. They extracted 

peaks in spectrograms from audio and then generated fingerprinting. This technique detected plagiarism 

through segment matching with fingerprinting of the original music. However, when the noise level is 

increased, the similarity between music decreases, resulting in low accuracy. 

Sie et al. [13] proposed automatic music melody plagiarism detection (AMMPD), which detects 

plagiarism based on audio signals. The AMMPD identified portions having similar melodies by 

comparing two pieces of music using the path finding approach and detected the original music that was 

used to generate the plagiarized music. However, when pitch extraction is performed, noise is also 

extracted, reducing the accuracy of plagiarism detection. 

 

2.2 Text-based Approach 

De Prisco et al. [14] suggested a technique to detect plagiarized music using fuzzy vector similarity. 

After converting rhythms and pitches into vectors, similar melodies were identified using the Jaccard 

coefficient. If the similarity between melodies is higher than the threshold, it is denoted as plagiarism. 

However, it is difficult to detect music that has plagiarized only a few bars, not all of them. 

Mullensiefen and Pendzich [15] proposed a plagiarism detection technique based on multiple similarity 

algorithms. After extracting statistics about melodies from a large-scale popular music database, the 

technique detected plagiarism using similarity algorithms such as Ukkonen, Sum common, Edit distance, 

TF-IDF, and Tversky. However, it is difficult to detect plagiarism for music whose overall structure has 

been changed, such as transposition. 
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He et al. [16] suggested the MESMF technique that detects plagiarism for a melodic feature sequence 

using maximum weight matching and edit distance. After generating and subdividing melody sequences 

featuring pitch, duration, and downbeat from two pieces of music, MESMF calculated similarity using 

the edit distance. It then detected plagiarism by identifying a segment pair with high similarity through 

maximum weight matching. However, since MESMF detects plagiarism by assigning a duration weight, 

the accuracy is lowered. 

The MPD-S proposed in this study converts rhythm and note vectors into images, and extracts 

similarity between plagiarized music and original music through the constructed Siamese CNN model. 

Thus, MPD-S detects not only transposition and note plagiarism, but also plagiarized music having minor 

changes in melody with high accuracy.  

Table 1 presents a comparison between conventional plagiarized-music detection techniques and the 

MPD-S. The features compared are the domain of the used music data, features extracted from music 

information, and the algorithm used to detect plagiarism. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between previous studies and MPD-S 

Study Domain Feature Algorithm 

Borkar et al. [12] Audio Spectrogram Comparison of fingerprinting 

Sie et al. [13] Audio Pitch Path finding approach  

De Prisco et al. [14] Text Rhythm, Pitch Fuzzy vector of Jaccard coefficient  

Mullensiefen and 

Pendzich [15] 

Text Melody Edit distance, Ukkonen, Sum common, TF-

IDF, Tversky 

He et al. [16] Text Rhythm, Pitch, 

Downbeat 

Edit distance, Maximum weight matching  

MPD-S Text Rhythm, Pitch, Time 

signature 

Siamese CNN 

 

3. Scheme of MPD-S  

MPD-S detects plagiarism by measuring the similarity between plagiarized music and original music. 

The overall scheme of MPD-S is illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of music plagiarism detection based on Siamese CNN. 
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The MPD-S is composed of a vectorization step, which extracts features from MIDI and converts them 

into vectors, an imaging step, which converts feature vectors into images, and an image similarity estimation 

step, which calculates the similarity between images. 

 

3.1 Vectorization 

Vectorization is a preprocessing step for using the MIDI as the input of the Siamese CNN model. It 

involves feature extraction for extracting major music information, time signature scaling for standardizing 

different time signatures, and vector decomposition for decomposing MIDI in specific period units. 

 

3.1.1 Feature extraction 

In the feature extraction step, pitch, offset, and time signature, which are key pieces of music 

information, are extracted from MIDI as features [17]. The pitch, which means the frequency of sound, 

generates note vectors using octave number and note name. The offset generates rhythm vectors that are 

not affected by tempo change using the index of the pitch as stated in Equation (1). 𝑂𝑖+1 denotes the 𝑖 +

1th offset, 𝑂𝑖  denotes the 𝑖th offset, and 𝑅𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th rhythm vector. 
  

𝑹𝒊 = 𝑶𝒊+𝟏 − 𝑶𝒊 (1) 

 

3.1.2 Time signature scaling 

The time signature scaling step performs scaling by 4/4, which is a common time signature to measure 

the similarity between music with different time signatures. In Equation (2), 𝑥 denotes the note value per 

beat, 𝑦 denotes the number of beats, and 𝑅𝑖 denotes the rhythm vector of the 𝑖th bar. 
 

𝑹𝒊 =
𝒚

𝒙
× 𝟒 (2) 

 

3.1.3 Vector decomposition 

The vector decomposition step decomposes rhythm and note vectors in period units to detect music 

that has partially plagiarized only certain melodies. Here, one period is composed of eight bars. 

 

3.2 Imaging 

In the imaging step, rhythm and note vectors are converted to grayscale images of the digital audio 

workstation format to express the changes of rhythm and note vectors over time in a two-dimensional 

space. The width and height of the generated image indicate the rhythm vector and note vector, respectively. 

 

3.3 Image Similarity Estimation 

Finally, in the image similarity estimation step, the presence or absence of plagiarism is determined by 

calculating similarity between original music and plagiarized music using a Siamese CNN model 

composed of a convolution network and fully connected network. The Siamese CNN is a deep learning 

model that calculates the distance between major features extracted from each image [18]. The more 

similar the features are, the smaller the distance becomes [19].  

The structure of the Siamese CNN model is shown in Fig. 2. It uses two images as input for similarity 

comparison. The CNN network shares two weights to enable the features of two images to map in the 

same space. When measuring the distance between the extracted features, the similarity is calculated 

using the L1 distance in order to be less affected by outliers. Here, as the two images are more similar, a 

value closer to 1 is output [20]. 
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Fig. 2. Siamese CNN model architecture. 

 

 

4. MPD-S Implementation 

To accurately detect plagiarized music, we set up the MPD-S model in an environment composed of 

Intel Core i9-10800K and GeForce RTX 3090. We used 3,299 MIDIs, excluding those without vocal 

tracks or polyphony from the Lakh MIDI dataset [21–23]. 

 

4.1 Vectorization 

In the vectorization step, we generated rhythm and note vectors after extracting the pitch, offset, and 

time signature from the MIDIs of the monophonic vocal melody type. As the rhythm vectors are affected 

by the change of the time signature, we performed scaling to have the same time signature. Finally, 

vectors were decomposed by eight bars to detect music that plagiarized only certain melodies 

 

4.1.1 Feature extraction 

In the feature extraction step, the pitch, offset, and time signature were extracted from vocal melody 

tracks using music21, a Python-based MIDI analysis tool. Note vectors that have an integer value between 

0 and 127 were generated using the octave number and note name of the extracted pitches. The rest note 

was set to −1. Furthermore, the rhythm vectors were generated by calculating the interval between two 

consecutive offsets.  

 

4.1.2 Time signature scaling 

When we checked the distribution of extracted time signatures, 4/4 had the highest number, with a 

total of 152,796, followed by 3/4 with 8,033 and 2/4 with 5,542. In contrast, 5/8 and 7/4 had the lowest 

numbers of 61 and 13, respectively. Therefore, we performed scaling based on the most frequent time 

signature, i.e., 4/4. 

 

4.1.3 Vector decomposition 
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Vector decomposition generated a total of 37,920 data by sliding the rhythm and note vectors by four 

bars using a window size of eight bars to analyze melodies in detail. The total number of data used in this 

study was 17,965, excluding the cases where rest notes account for more than 80% of all notes or the 

same rhythm and note vectors exist in one piece of music. 

 

4.2 Imaging 

The total of the rhythm vectors generated through the vector decomposition step was 32. The width of 

the images was set as 320, considering down to the first decimal place of the vector. The height was set 

as 128 considering the integer representation range of note vectors. Furthermore, the grayscale images 

were generated using 0 and 255 to represent the positions of notes according to the change of rhythms. 

 

4.3 Image Similarity Estimation 

The architecture of the Siamese CNN model for detecting plagiarism by calculating the similarity 

between two pieces of music is presented in Table 2. Here, we set the learning rate and weight decay to 

3e−4 and 6e−5, respectively. We used an Adam optimizer to generate optimized parameters for plagiarism 

detection. 

 

Table 2. Siamese CNN model’s architecture 

Layer (type) Input Shape Output Shape Number of parameters 

Conv2d-1 (1, 128, 320) (16, 63, 159) 144 

BatchNorm2d-1 (16, 63, 159) (16, 63, 159) 32 

Conv2d-2 (16, 63, 159) (64, 31, 79) 9,216 

BatchNorm2d-2 (64, 31, 79) (64, 31, 79) 128 

Conv2d-3 (64, 31, 79) (128, 15, 39) 73,728 

BatchNorm2d-3 (128, 15, 39) (128, 15, 39) 256 

Conv2d-4 (128, 15, 39) (128, 13, 37) 147,456 

BatchNorm2d-4 (128, 13, 37) (128, 13, 37) 256 

Conv2d-5 (128, 13, 37) (256, 11, 35) 294,912 

BatchNorm2d-5 (256, 11, 35) (256, 11, 35) 512 

Linear-1 (256, 11, 35) 4,096 403,701,760 

BatchNorm1d-1 4,096 4,096 8,192 

Linear-2 4,096 512 2,097,152 

BatchNorm1d-2 512 512 1,024 

Linear-3 512 1 512 

 

In this study, we generated 17,695 pieces of plagiarized music by modifying certain rhythm and note 

vectors in the original music to build a Siamese CNN model. We used four plagiarized-music generation 

methods. Using the remove and reverse methods for note and rhythm vectors, some features were deleted, 

or the sequence was reversed. The transfer and switch methods were used to switch the positions of note 

vectors or move note vectors to different bars.  

Among 35,390 note and rhythm vectors, the Siamese CNN model constructed using 28,312 pieces of 

music as the training dataset, 3,540 as the validation dataset, and 3,538 as the test dataset detected plagiarized 

music with an accuracy of 98.70%. 

 

5. Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the proposed MPD-S was evaluated to verify whether it accurately detects plagiarized 
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music. For calculating accuracy, we used similarity ranking, which determines plagiarism through the 

highest similarity score, which is calculated by matching the original music and plagiarized music on a 

one-to-one basis [23].  

Fig. 3 shows the training and validation loss when the plagiarized-music detection performance of the 

MPD-S using SimpleCNN [24], ResNet-50 [25], ResNeXt-50 [26], and EfficientNet [27] was evaluated. 

Overall, the training loss measured by four CNN models decreased gradually as the epoch increased. In 

contrast, when we validated the MPD-S, all the CNN models except SimpleCNN showed unstable loss 

values due to the occurrence of overfitting. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Training loss and (b) validation loss according to various CNN networks. 

 

Table 3 presents the accuracy of plagiarized-music detection according to the CNN network. Compared 

to other CNN networks with complex structures, the SimpleCNN composed of five convolution layers 

achieved the highest performance of 98.7%. We confirmed that SimpleCNN is appropriate for extracting 

features from grayscale images having low resolutions and determining the presence or absence of 

plagiarism. 

 

Table 3. Plagiarism detection accuracy of MPD-S depending on various CNN models 

CNN model Accuracy (%) 

SimpleCNN [24] 98.70 

ResNet-50 [25] 95.65 

ResNeXt-50 [26] 93.95 

EfficientNet [27] 31.94 

 

Table 4 presents the comparison of the detection performance between conventional text-based similarity 

comparison algorithms and MPD-S. Among the conventional algorithms, the edit distance achieved the 

highest plagiarism detection accuracy of 76.03%. By contrast, MPD-S achieved an accuracy of 98.7%, 

i.e., 22.67% higher, because it also accurately detected plagiarized music that had only changed melodies 

partially. 

 

Table 4. Comparison of performance between conventional text-based similarity comparison algorithms 

and MPD-S 

Plagiarism detection Data type Accuracy (%) 

Sum common Vector 39.91 

Ukkonen Vector 46.07 

Tversky-equal Vector 46.58 

Edit distance Vector 76.03 

MPD-S Image 98.70 
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We used five types of datasets to further verify the performance of MPD-S. POP909 [28] is a vocal 

melody for a pop song, and Musedata [29] is composed of classical orchestral and symphony songs. 

MTC-LC-1.0, MTC-ANN-2.01, and MTC-FS-1.0 are German music datasets composed of various 

melodies and folk songs [30]. For all datasets, we only used MIDI data consisting of a single vocal melody 

and instrument. 

Table 5 presents the plagiarism detection accuracy of MPD-S according to various dataset types. MDP-

S detected plagiarism of various instruments in addition to the vocals with high accuracy of more than 

94%. 

 

Table 5. Plagiarism detection accuracy of MPD-S according to dataset type 

Dataset Number of the music data Number of the decomposition data Accuracy (%) 

POP909 [28] 909 1,285 94.79 

Musedata [29] 439 615 99.68 

MTC-LC-1.0 [30] 4,830 3,690 99.21 

MTC-ANN-2.01 [30] 360 200 99.00 

MTC-FS-1.0 [30] 4,120 2,526 99.05 

 

6. Conclusion 

We proposed the MPD-S to accurately detect the presence or absence of plagiarism in music that is 

widely distributed rapidly in the media market. The MPD-S detected plagiarized music by calculating 

the similarity between two pieces of music through a Siamese CNN after converting MIDI into grayscale 

images. To construct the MPD-S, a large number of plagiarized music pieces were generated from 

original music using four plagiarized-music generation methods. Our MPD-S successfully detected the 

melodies of plagiarized music that were changed only slightly with an accuracy of 98.7%. This accuracy 

was 22.67% higher than that of the conventional text-based similarity comparison algorithms.  

 The proposed approach detected plagiarized music with a high accuracy for single vocal melodies. 

The MPD-S can be used in music recommendation and search fields by identifying music with high 

similarity. 

However, it is difficult for MPD-S to detect plagiarism for music composed of multiple tracks and 

polyphonic vocal melodies. In addition, MPD-S does not consider the structure of music, so it cannot 

detect plagiarized music with different styles. Moreover, the plagiarism concerns mainly arise in popular 

genres such as jazz and hip-hop, which use multiple tracks simultaneously, and most of them exist in the 

audio data format.  

Therefore, we plan to improve the performance of MPD-S so that it can detect not only plagiarism of 

various styles by considering the structure of the music, but also plagiarism of polyphonic vocal melodies. 

In addition, we will study a detection of plagiarized music that considers all tracks simultaneously by 

extracting features from the audio domain, and generation of creative songs. 
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